
Programs & Services

SGS Galson offers several client focused programs and services. The items described below 
illustrate our commitment to help reduce operating costs and save valuable work time for our cli-
ents. In addition, SGS Galson knows that convenience is important to industrial hygienists, so we 
promise to continue to modify and improve our services to meet client needs as required.

FreePumpLoan™ 
The FreePumpLoan™ program is SGS Galson’s most popular program. SGS Galson provides air 
sampling pumps, sampling media and all accessories to you free when SGS   Galson performs the 
laboratory analysis. You simply pay shipping charges. (Clients outside of the continental US also 
pay any applicable duties or taxes.)
 

FreeSamplingBadges™
SGS Galson offers most passive sampling badges at no cost when SGS Galson performs the labo-
ratory analysis. Shipping on badges is even free. Badges meet or exceed OSHA accuracy and pre-
cision criteria. OSHA accepts badges as a sampling option when validated for specific compounds. 
We offer badges from Assay Technology, 3M and SKC.
 

SGS Galson Hygiene Rental
SGS Galson rents hygiene, health and safety equipment. All of the equipment offered can be found 
by going to www.sgsgalson.com and clicking on the equipment rental icon. Examples of equipment 
include Noise Dosimeters, Vibration Meters, Heat Stress Monitors, Gas Monitors, and Indoor Air 
Quality Meters. All rentals within the continental U.S. include free return  shipping, your rental peri-
od doesn’t include equipment in-transit time and all equipment is manufacturer calibrated. You can 
call a client service representative to order or simply rent online.
 

Personal Exposure Vest™
This industry breakthrough allows workers to wear monitoring equipment more comfortably and 
safely than ever before. An integrated channel is located throughout the vest to hold equipment 
monitoring tubing and wires in place with all media directly in the breathing zone. 

LEED v4 Test Kit
With our LEED v4 test kit, you get the equipment, testing capabilities and analytical expertise from 
our lab professionals to assure a successful LEED v4 IEQ management plan. The kit is designed to 
be re-used through multiple zones in a building so you do not have to rent duplicate instruments, 
greatly reducing cost per sample. And shipping is included. 
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EPA 325B Fenceline Monitoring Kit
This innovative kit is the only one on the market that meets EPA 325B standards for shipping sam-
pler tubes to and from the field. It comes in a smaller, lighter carrying case keeping shipping costs 
low, and its precision design makes it  easy to use and contains everything needed for testing.

Smart Sense Real-Time Monitoring and Sample Initiation System
For Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) fenceline and other monitoring solutions, Smart Sense is the only 
sampling initiation system available in the IH industry. Remotely, from anywhere in the world, you 
can track key parameters including VOCs, particle concentrations, O3, NO2, temperature, pressure, 
humidity and other contaminants with available sensors. It produces ongoing quality monitoring 
data simply, accurately and affordably.

Smart Compartment Media Control System
You’ll never run out of media again and you will always have the media you need to provide same 
day service with the Smart Media Control System. It’s a flexible storage system that enables SGS 
Galson to monitor your media usage remotely and automatically sends you media when any spe-
cific media reaches your low limit. 

AIHR Shark Passive Directional Sampler
The AIHR Shark is a state-of-the-art hands-free tool that monitors emission levels cause by refinery 
activity or off-site sources. It is the perfect enhancement to complement an EPA 325 fenceline mon-
itoring program. The Shark collects low-level VOCs (including benzene) onto a sample media when 
deployed for as short as one week for troubleshooting or two weeks in-line with TD tubes. It can be 
used by itself or combine with other systems like SGS Galson’s real-time portable instruments such 
as the PPB RAE and the Smart Sense real-time monitoring and sampling initiation system to further 
characterize and pinpoint the emission source. 

Toll Free Telephone Client Support 24/7/365
SGS Galson client services can be contacted toll free at 888-432-5227 to obtain free client support. 
We provide a live client service person from 7:30 am EDT until 8 pm EDT, Monday through Friday. 
We also provide a 24-hour phone number staffed by  a senior laboratory manager 365 days each 
year. You will never be out of touch with us at any time. And we’ll take care of you when you call. 
It’s our way of life. We could give you hundreds of stories of how we’ve responded during irregu-
lar hours to help our great clients in their time of need. Whether it’s late at night, Friday night, the 
weekend, a holiday, or whenever…. We’ve had the calls and responded. Our people are dedicated 
to serving our clients.

IH Live™ Online Real-time Technical Support - Chat, Text, HelpCam
We’ve been offering this service to our clients since 2001 and no one else in the industry offers it. IH 
Live Chat, found at www.sgsgalson.com, provides our clients with 8 am EDT – 8 pm EDT accessibil-
ity Monday through Friday. 

We recently added two new, innovative real-time support services. With IHLive Text you can imme-
diately connect by text at (888) 432-5227 and you’ll receive a quick response from a Client 
Service Representative. It’s convenient, fast and you can get help wherever you get cell 
service. 
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IHLive HelpCam is your live audio-visual aid for all your IH needs. It assures every detail of your 
sampling event is completed accurately and in a timely manner and you’ll never get frustrated 
again about visualizing a sampling solution. Using your smart phone, tablet or computer you sim-
ply click on the IHLive HelpCam icon at www.sgsgalson.com/ih-live-chat. Once connected, you’ll 
get a live video session with a Client Service Specialist to guide you to a solution of your sampling 
challenge.

These are all free services.

Universal Solvent and Second Column Confirmation
Using our universal solvent method for volatile organic compounds (VOCs), you can sample for 
more than 100 VOCs on the same sample media. Our laboratory can analyze the samples using 
a single universal solvent method with recoveries for more than 100 analytes. In addition to the 
single universal extraction, VOCs are analyzed using two different capillary columns under differing 
conditions at no extra charge, which increases the confidence that each analyte is being correctly 
identified. This greatly decreases the chance of misidentification or over-reporting concentrations 
due to co-elution of compounds. Most laboratories run samples on a second column occasionally 
or when requested by clients and many charge a second analysis fee when requested to do so.
 

SGS Galson Website
SGS Galson has the industry’s best website that provides valuable information and tools to make 
your job easier. In addition, you can order rental equipment online, chat with Galson client services, 
watch a video, search our database of analytes, methods and media and a lot more.
 

SGS Galson Instructional Videos
SGS Galson provides an instructional video series to help clients better understand how to use 
equipment, media, the chain of custody and much more. The videos provide step-by-step instruc-
tions on a wide range of topics relevant to SGS Galson clients. The library includes more than 75 
videos, with several more in production. 

Examples of video topics include calibration of sampling pumps, sampling for silica and respirable 
dust, and using rental instruments. The videos are available on the company’s website, www.sgs-
galson.com and specific videos can be sent to clients when they place their order.
5 Days or Free 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
 
SGS Galson guarantees that you’ll get your results within five business days or it’s free! (There are 
a very few exceptions to this policy that you would know before submitting your samples.) SGS 
Galson was the first and continues to be the only laboratory to offer this guarantee.
 

Online Report Access
SGS Galson created an easy-to-use and secure new feature to their client portal service. This new 
service allows clients to access their reports at anytime - day or night - through the SGS Galson 
website. This new feature allows clients the option of obtaining their reports effortlessly and as far 
back as five years. You can access all logins, final reports, EDDs, data packages and invoices. Each 
report will open in the default PDF reader where the client will have the opportunity to save, e-mail, 
and print the report. Clients can also filter the list so they can see the reports based on a set of crite-
ria that they define.  
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Online Chain of Custody (COC)
The SGS Galson Online Chain of Custody is a full featured, user-friendly web application that eas-
ily allows you to create, edit, or copy digital COCs. You can access the online COC 24/7 on all your 
electronic devices. 
We also offer a free, pre-populated COC option with every media order, which is automatically 
added to you account and has 80% of the information filled in based on details of the order. You can 
also export a PDF of your COC if you desire a paper copy.

Weekend Analysis
We often provide weekend analysis for our clients. We understand the significance of results when 
the health of a client is jeopardized. There are additional charges to provide Saturday and Sunday 
results. 

Electronic Notification of Media Shipment and Sample Receipt
With electronic notification, you get an e-mail alert:
• Stating when media, pumps and rental equipment was shipped, its ETA, tracking number and 

shipper
• Confirming arrival of your samples at the lab, verifying your order detail and providing the date 

you will receive your results
• Providing an electronic copy of your report

Strategically Located Client Service Offices
SGS Galson’s  main laboratory and rental facility is in Syracuse, NY with service centers in Charles-
ton, SC, Houston, TX, Irvine, CA, Stevens Point, WI, and Mississauga, Ontario Canada. Our Texas, 
California and Canadian service centers also have FreePumpLoan™ and IH Rental equipment for 
convenient, cost-effective shipping.


